ABSTRACT This paper addresses the problem of generating meaningful summaries from unedited user videos. A framework based on spatiotemporal and high-level features is proposed in this paper to detect the key-shots after segmenting the videos into shots based on motion magnitude. To encode the time-varying characteristics of a video, we explore the local phase quantization feature descriptor from three orthogonal planes (LPQ-TOP). The sparse autoencoder (SAE), an instance of deep learning strategy, is used for the extraction of high-level features from LPQ-TOP descriptors to represent the shots carrying key-contents of videos efficiently. The Chebyshev distance between the feature vectors of the consecutive shots are calculated and thresholded using the mean value of the distance score as the threshold value. The optimal subset of shots with distance score greater than the threshold value is used to generate a high-quality video summary. The method is evaluated using SumMe data set. The summaries thus generated are of better quality than those produced by the other state of the art techniques. The effectiveness of the method is further evaluated by comparing with the human-created summaries in the ground truth.
I. INTRODUCTION
Videodata over the internet is increasing day by day due to the advancement of technology. This exponential growth resulted in substantial video repositories where users look through each video to choose an interesting video from it. To alleviate the problem of storage and retrieval of video data, it has become vital to have in place efficient video summarization systems. These systems aim to create abstracts of long videos by detecting and recognizing segments of the video with prime contents and discarding the redundant information. This enables users to select a particular video from a collection of videos by viewing only highlights of the video rather than watching the entire video. Many approaches are proposed for video summarization which can be broadly classified as static summarization methods [1] and dynamic summarization methods [2] , [3] .
The static summarization methods generate summaries as a set of key-frames by performing frame level analysis. The temporal component of the input video is not preserved in the static summarization. Some of the existing works on static summarization use global features to filter out the key-frames of the video. The frames are then displayed as a sequence in the temporal order to give an overview of entire video to the user. The commonly used global features in literature are color, texture, mutual information, motion information and fuzzy colour histogram [1] , [4] , [5] , [6] . These global features fail to detect localized characteristics of the frames. So, works have been extended using local features [7] of the consecutive frames to identify key-frames. However, a sequence of still images that are isolated and uncorrelated, without any temporal continuation, is not ideal to help the viewer understand the original video.
The dynamic summarization methods generate a subset of original video which preserves temporal component by performing the shot level analysis, where a shot is formed by a set of consecutive frames with the same content. Conventional approaches for dynamic summarization concentrate on extracting prime features that are capable of discarding redundant frames, thereby preserving the essential contents of the video. Hu et al. [8] emphasized the use of importance score estimated from features based on visual attention. Then, the video clips with higher importance score are included in the summary. Hu and Li [9] combined global and local features to select an optimal subset of meaningful shots from the video. Zhao and Xing [10] proposed a dictionary-based method using sparse coding, which generates the summary by combining the segments which cannot be reconstructed using a learned dictionary. A generic video summarization method is presented in [2] , wherein the video is first segmented into shots based on their motion magnitude. Then, the shots are assigned an interesting score which is computed based on specific features. The frames with the highest importance score are chosen to create summaries. Now, these methods have been extended by capturing visually significant portions of videos [11] . The user attention models are build based on saliency representations, using multimodal features by combining audio, visual and textual information. Then, the saliency curves are used to find the points where peak attention is attained. Recently, Fei et al. [12] proposed a method giving significance to memorability score, predicted using Hybrid-AlexNet. The score is combined with motion cues to determine key shots. The selection of key shots is also modelled using optimization techniques such as Particle Swarm Optimisation(PSO) as in [13] and [14] . A multiobjective energy function including interestingness and representativeness of frames is used in [15] to rank the frames based on submodular maximisation technique. The summarization of the user videos is done by capturing the object-level features from the videos. Lee and Grauman [16] incorporated web images as prior information to select informative portions from the user videos without using any human annotated summaries. These video summarization methods have also been extended to semantic level processing based on deep networks [17] , [18] , [19] . The deep features have more power than handcrafted features, to discriminate between the relevant and irrelevant content.
Most of the works in literature has focused on domain dependent approaches where the method is fine-tuned to capture domain specific characteristics [20] , [21] . The existing approaches concentrate mainly on edited videos such as sports, news, cartoon etc. that has a specific structure. With the prominence of unedited user videos due to the development of electronic gadgets, it became necessary to design methods to handle such videos, where previous research methods cannot be applied directly.
Moreover, Lee et al. [22] proposed a method to predict the importance for each frame using linear regression model based on the saliency of frames. However, this method is only applicable to videos captured using the wearable camera. Some existing approaches in [23] , [24] , and [25] generated summaries using a panoramic image formed from a few consecutive significant frames in the input video. Recently, Chen et al. [26] proposed a method based on spectrum analysis for generating the summaries from traffic videos.
Inspired by the demand for developing more accurate and robust domain-independent methods for summarizing user videos, we present a generic framework for creating dynamic summaries from these videos. The user videos are raw, unedited and long videos, often containing an interesting event. These videos run for several hours and are summarized using object-centred approaches. But user videos include many events in a single video and features based on a particular object in the video is insufficient. So, we introduce a method that focuses on extracting high-level features which aid in understanding the semantic content of videos. It first segments the input video into shots using shot segmentation algorithm based on motion magnitude between consecutive frames. Each shot of the video is processed as space-time video volume and then the feature vectors are extracted from each volume using Local Phase Quantization from Three Orthogonal Planes(LPQ-TOP). A high-level representation of these feature vectors is generated using the encoding part of a Sparse Autoencoder (SAE). The Chebyshev distance vector between consecutive frames is thresholded to generate the final summary. The generated video summaries can represent the key contents in less time removing the redundant information from the input video. Experimental results of the proposed method on SumMe dataset, which is the benchmark dataset for dynamic video summarization, demonstrate the effectiveness of this method.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section II describes the proposed methodology for generating dynamic summaries from input video. Experimental results and discussions are illustrated in Section III. We conclude the paper in Section IV.
II. PROPOSED METHODOLOGY
The proposed method is firmly built on a framework based on spatiotemporal and low-level features which can efficiently generate dynamic summaries from input videos. The generated summaries are based on shots corresponding to the input video driven by distances between feature vectors of consecutive shots. FIGURE 1 gives an overview of the proposed approach. The detailed steps are as follows.
A. SHOT SEGMENTATION
Shot segmentation is an essential step in summarization since the quality of the generated summary depends on segmented shots from the input video. The shot segmentation methods divide the frames of the input video into a subset of frames where each subset consist of a set of consecutive frames that are similar. The first and the last frames of each subset represent a content change between the shots. As far as the video is considered, a significant content change can be captured by monitoring the magnitude of motion vectors between the consecutive frames. The proposed method utilizes the superframe segmentation technique in [2] . The proposed method is a robust technique to segment unedited user VOLUME 6, 2018 videos, where the commonly used segmentation algorithms based on histograms, color histograms etc. fail. The method detects the scene change between frames by optimizing an energy function based on the magnitude of motion between consecutive frames in a video. The energy function is given by (1) .
where cut cost is denoted by C cut , P l is the length prior for superframes, |.| is the length of superframe and γ controls the influence between the cut cost and the length prior. The cut cost is calculated using (2) .
The motion magnitude of the first and the last frame of the superframe is denoted as m in (S j ) and m out (S j ). It is computed as the average magnitude of the forward and the backward motion based flow vectors which is estimated using Kanade−Lucas−Tomasi (KLT) feature tracker. The cut cost is lower for frames that correspond to no motion or with less motion and higher for frames with a significant change in motion. The histogram of the segment lengths of user-created summaries in the dataset is computed and the lognormal distribution is fitted to histogram to find its peak value. The maximum segment length is chosen to be the best length which is represented by length prior P l . The shots corresponding to the input video are initialized by dividing the set of frames based on the length prior. The boundaries are iteratively updated by optimizing the energy function in (1) using the hill-climbing optimization algorithm in [27] .
B. SHOT-LEVEL FEATURE EXTRACTION
The next step in the proposed method is the extraction of feature descriptors from the shots. Since the video consists of both spatial and temporal components, the spatiotemporal features of each shot extracted in the previous step are used for further processing. We explore LPQ-TOP which is the temporal extension of Local Phase Quantization (LPQ) that represent dynamic image texture efficiently. The descriptor has already been applied successfully in emotion recognition from videos [28] . The resultant vector combines both temporal and appearance characteristics of the frames in the shots.
1) LOCAL PHASE QUANTIZATION DESCRIPTOR FROM THREE ORTHOGONAL PLANES (LPQ-TOP)
Ojansivu and Heikkila proposed a very robust texture feature, Local Phase Quantization (LPQ) operator in [29] . The descriptor is extracted from the short-term Fourier transform (STFT) representation of the input image instead of computing descriptors from raw pixel values. The descriptor is calculated at each pixel position in the image by defining a small neighbourhood and considering its phase information for computing the feature values. The Fourier transform defined over the neighbourhood N x at the pixel position x is computed using (3).
where basis vector of 2-D FDT at frequency u is represented by w u and vector f x contain all samples from N x . The feature vector corresponding to a pixel position has four components each representing Fourier coefficients at four points in the frequency domain. The four points considered are
T . The signs of real and imaginary parts of Fourier coefficients are quantized using a scalar quantiser to generate eight-bit binary coefficients. The quantizer will replace negative values to '0' and positive values to '1' and binary coding using (4) is done to find integers. The 256-D LPQ feature vector is then computed from the histogram of integer values corresponding to the pixel location.
The LPQ features from Three Orthogonal Planes, XY, XT and YT, are concatenated to form 768-D(256 × 3 = 768) LPQ-TOP descriptors per space-time volume. Suppose a shot is of size M × N × 45. So there are 45 frames in one shot and the size of each frame in the shot is M ×N . Let, the size of the neighbourhood be w x ×w y in the XY plane, w y ×w t in the YT plane and w x × w t in the XT plane. Therefore LPQ-TOP is calculated at pixel position p = (x, y, t) based on the central pixel (x c , y c , t c ) as follows
The LPQ-TOP in XY plane is calculated by considering pixel positions such that
Similarly, for XT plane, the pixel positions are
and for YT plane, the pixel positions are
The histogram is calculated from spatiotemporal volume as in (5) .
where, the code value of LPQ corresponding to pixel (x, y, t) in the j th plane is f (x, y, t). The histogram is normalized and concatenated to form the final descriptor.
C. HIGH-LEVEL FEATURE EXTRACTION
High-level representation of the spatiotemporal feature vectors are generated using SAE in this step. We input handcrafted LPQ-TOP descriptors of the shots to SAE, which encode them to high-level ones. Autoencoders, an instance of the deep learning strategy, works by minimizing the reconstruction error using the backpropagation algorithm. The network learns a set of weights corresponding to the data, after the convergence. SAE represents the high dimensional input vectors using low dimensional vectors and are used as an alternative to the dimensionality reduction technique such as Principal Component Analysis (PCA).
The three main layers of a basic autoencoder are input layer, encoding layers and decoding layer. Suppose x is an input vector to the autoencoder such that it is an element of d -dimensional space (x ∈ R d ). The output z corresponding to x belongs to k -dimensional space (z ∈ R k ) such that k < d and is given in (6) .
where the weight matrix is W ∈ R d×k and the bias for encoding is b ∈ R d . The function σ can be a ReLu (Rectified Linear Unit) function or a sigmoid, which is a differentiable function. The reconstruction error between the input and output is given by (7) .
where n is the number of training samples. SAE is a new variant of the autoencoder in which additional constraints are imposed on the network to avoid the overfitting problem.
To prevent the overfitting, sparsity regularization constraint is added to the hidden layer. The loss function of the hidden layer 'h' of SAE layer is given by (8) .
where J sparse (w h , b h ,ŵ h ,b h ) is calculated as in (9) .
The weight decay parameter is denoted by 'λ', sparsity penalty weight is denoted by β and 'n h ' denotes the number of neurons in the hidden layer 'h'. The input to the hidden layer 'h' is same as the output of the hidden layer (h − 1). The second term in (8) is the Kullback-Leibler Divergence (KL Divergence) which is the penalty term added to make the VOLUME 6, 2018
activations of latent units close to zero. The KL Divergence is given by (10) .
where the sparsity parameter is denoted as ρ andρ j represents the average activation of the hidden unit. The architecture of SAE used in the proposed approach is shown in FIGURE 2, which consists of 2 hidden layers. The proposed architecture used only the encoding layer of SAE. 
D. DETECTING KEY SHOTS
The next step in the proposed approach is to find the similarity between the feature vectors corresponding to consecutive shots. The important step in video summarization is the choice of the distance measure and the threshold value to determine key-shots. An appropriate distance measure plays a significant role in content-based image retrieval system [30] . Here, we explored Chebyshev distance score between feature vectors of the consecutive shots as a measure of similarity between the shots. The distance measure is then thresholded to filter out key shots. The distance between high-level feature vectors extracted using SAE from LPQ-TOP descriptors of consecutive shots are then computed. To discriminate content change between the shots, the Chebyshev distance between deep features of the onsecutive frames is chosen as the best distance metric. The distance metric is chosen based on the analysis done on the impact of the metric on the summary generated by the algorithm. 
Chebyshev distance(FV
Let D F represents the set of Chebyshev distance scores between feature vectors of the consecutive shots. The displacement magnitude between shots in D F is denoted as
The shots whose distance score greater than a threshold value are selected as key shots since there is a dissimilarity in the contents represented by the frames as reflected by the distance values of feature vectors between the selected shot and the next shot. The mean value of entire distance array is taken as the threshold value which is determined empirically. Suppose T thresh be the mean value obtained from the set of displacement values in D F . All shots with displacement value greater than T thresh is added to the final set of key shots V K . FIGURE 3 illustrates the magnitude of distance score between consecutive shots of 'Fire Domino.webm' video in the SumMe dataset and the straight line shows the mean value of distance score, which is chosen as threshold value to detect the shots to be included in the summary. 
III. EXPERIMENTAL ANALYSIS
Experiments have been performed on publicly available SumMe dataset which contains 25 user videos of different categories belonging to egocentric, moving and static videos. The duration of each video ranges from 1 to 6 minutes. After human evaluations, the frames of these videos in the dataset are marked as interesting or not. Atleast 15 human summaries corresponding to each video is given in the dataset. As the ground truth consists of summaries whose length is set to be 15% of the length of the video, we have chosen the same summary length in our experiments. All implementation is done in MATLAB on Windows 10 Pro with an Intel(R) Core(TM) i7-3770 CPU at 3.40GHz with 4.00GB RAM running 64-bit operating system.
A. PERFORMANCE METRICS
There is no consistent evaluation metrics in video sumarization since there is no objective ground truth in summarization.
Two abstracts of the same video cannot be compared even by humans because some parts of the video which seek attention of one user may not be attractive to the other. The effectiveness and efficiency of the proposed approach is evaluated using Precision, Recall and F-score. The evaluation metrics are computed based on similarity between the frames in the output with those in the user summaries of the dataset. The evaluation metrics are calculated as follows.
Let N total represents the total number of frames in the input video, N represents the total number of frames in the output, N nm represents the number of non-matching frames in the output compared to the frames in the ground truth.
N m represents the number of matching frames in the output compared to the frames in the ground truth and N GT represents the number of frames in the ground truth. We can then define,
The evaluation metrics are calculated separately for each user summary in the dataset. The final F-score is calculated by finding the average of these scores. If there are n users in the dataset, F-score is calculated as
B. RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS
We evaluated the quality of generated summaries using proposed method by comparing with the human created summaries in the ground truth. In particular, the algorithm first converts each video into shots using shot segmentation algorithm based on motion magnitude with the parameter γ set to 1, δ with the initial value set to 0.25 seconds. Motivated by two recent summarization works [31] , [12] , we used a combination of handcrafted spatiotemporal features and high-level features to improve the accuracy of summarization step. After performing segmentation, LPQ-TOP features are extracted from the shots. The window size used for Fourier phase computation is set to [5, 5] for LPQ-TOP features and we chose the same window size for the computation of LPQ descriptors in XY , XT and YT planes. The histogram of LPQ descriptors with 256 bins from the three orthogonal planes are combined to form 768-D LPQ-TOP descriptor which is passed to SAE for generating a high-level representation. The subsequent sections deal with finding the number of hidden nodes in SAE, the parameter values used in SAE, results obtained through the proposed method and also the comparison of the proposed method with the other state-ofthe-art methods. 
1) FINDING NUMBER OF HIDDEN NODES OF SAE
There are no optimal techniques for choosing the number of hidden layers [32] . Trial and error methods are usually used for selecting the number of neurons [33] . The decision of the number of nodes in the hidden layer is crucial as it influences the components of the feature vector. Here, we extracted the reduced feature vector from the last hidden layer of SAE with two hidden layers. The dimensionality of the feature vector is equal to the number of nodes in the last hidden layer. The number of nodes is chosen so that the reconstruction error between the input and the output calculated as in (7), is minimum. FIGURE 4 shows the plot of the number of hidden nodes versus reconstruction error on SumMe dataset. Based on the plot, the number of nodes in the first hidden layer is chosen to be 130 and that of second hidden layer to be 50 nodes. The number of nodes in the input layer is 768 which is equal to the dimension of feature vectors. We have chosen the number of nodes in hidden layers from [10, 30, 50, 70, 90, 110, 130, 150, 170, 190] . The number of nodes in the second hidden layer is plotted in the curve with fixed value for the number of nodes in the first hidden layer (130 nodes which corresponds to minimum reconstruction error).
2) PARAMETER SETTING OF SAE
This section gives the values of six parameters that affect the performance of SAE. The values of the parameters are chosen as in [34] such that Sparsity penalty (β)=3, Sparsity proportion (ρ)=0.05, Weight decay penalty (λ)=0.003, Convergence tolerance (γ )=1e-9 and the Maximum number of iterations (δ)=400. The choice of activation function is also very important in SAE. Based on preliminary experiments conducted here, we selected the sigmoid function as it gave better accuracy than ReLu function. video along with the name of the video, the number of frames in the input video (NF in ), the total number of output frames (NF out ), the number of shots corresponding to input video (NS in ), the number of shots in the output (NS output ), Reduction rate (RR), Precision, Recall and F-score corresponding to each video. RR is calculated as the ratio of the number of frames in the output to the number of frames in the input. The results show that the proposed method attain an average reduction rate of about 50% with F-score of 0.292.
3) RESULTS OF THE PROPOSED METHOD
In the experiments, we evaluate our method using summaries in the ground truth. For this, average F-score of each human summary is calculated by comparing the summary generated by one particular user with those of the other users which measures the performance of human summaries. The average F-score of the human summaries in SumMe dataset is 0.311 as given in TABLE 2. So, the proposed method achieved an accuracy of 94.1% relative to the average human score.
We also conducted experiments to evaluate the performance of LPQ-TOP features and high-level features from SAE. The LPQ-TOP features alone achieved a F-score of 0.1742 and an accuracy of 56.01% relative to the average human score. The comparison of performance is given in FIGURE 5. It is clear from the plot that combining LPQ-TOP features with features from SAE provided considerable increase in the accuracy.
4) COMPARISON WITH THE OTHER STATE-OF-THE-ART METHODS
In order to validate our video summary evaluation method, we conducted a comparative study of its performance. We focused on evaluating six video summarization techniques using benchmark summaries in the SumMe dataset. We used automatic summaries from existing summarization techniques such as Uniform Sampling (US) which selects video segments at uniform intervals to include in the summary, Clustering based method (CLUST) in [22] which finds key-segments by clustering of colour histogram, Visual attention based method (ATTEN) in [35] which explore principles of visual saliency to find important parts of video, interestingness score based method (SUMME) in [2] , Spatiotemporal based method in [31] which combines spatial and temporal features to assign a spatiotemporal score to each segment and significant segments are selected based on this score, and semantic features based method (SEMANTIC) in [12] . TABLE 2. shows the results of the comparative analysis of the proposed method with the other summarization techniques. It shows the F-score of each video in the dataset using the different techniques and the F-score values of human-generated summaries which is denoted as GT . The F-score values of human-generated summaries of a video measure the human performance which is computed by comparing one user summary with summaries generated by the other users. The average F-measure of these user-created summaries is calculated and is compared with the F-score of the proposed method and the F-score of other methods as given in TABLE 2. The results show that our method with an average performance of 94.1% performs better than the recent approach based on semantic features with an average performance of 90.3%. FIGURE 6 shows the performance of different categories of videos in SumMe dataset and its comparison with other methods. The results show that our method attains better results for egocentric and static videos with F-score of moving videos slightly lower but close to the other state-of-the-art methods. This is because in static videos the movement of objects in consecutive frames is lesser compared to other types of videos.
FIGURE 7 illustrates the sample output of summaries generated by the proposed method of three videos, one video from each category as a plot with the frame number on the X-axis and human-generated score on the Y-axis for the selected frames as given in the ground truth of the dataset. For a given frame, the score is calculated as the ratio of the number of users who has selected the particular frame as output to VOLUME 6, 2018 the total number of users. If the total number of users is 15 and the number of users who selected the frame is 1, the score is 0.066 ( 1 15 ), the score is 0 if none of the users selected the frame and 1 if all the users selected the frame as key frame. FIGURE 7 (a -c) shows the plot of human-generated summaries and the output of the proposed method for the static video 'Fire Domino', egocentric video 'Scuba' and moving video 'St Maarten Landing', respectively. The overlapping blue and red line shows that the output generated by the proposed approach is similar to those in the ground truth. The frames shown using solid red line shows mismatch between the output and the ground truth (frames selected by users not present in the output) and those shown using blue dotted line show frames present in the output and not present in the ground truth. The overlapping of plot generated by the human summaries and the proposed method shows that the summaries generated by the proposed method is similar to that of the human-generated summaries corresponding to each type of videos.
IV. CONCLUSION
Domain-independent dynamic video summarization is gaining interest in research community due to the massive growth of videos. In this paper, we propose domain independent video summarization system based on the combination of high and low-level features. The results show that the proposed method attain good results compared to the other state-of-the-art techniques. Future work includes fine-tuning layers of SAE to extract more representative features from video frames so that summarization results can be improved. Exploitation of information from spatial as well as temporal dimensions gives good recognition accuracy.
